Overview

On 15 February 2002, the Aseneskak Casino operated in conjunction with the Opaskwayak Cree Nation (OCN) nearby The Pas, Manitoba officially opened its doors to an eager public. For one fleeting moment it appeared as though all eyes were fixed on the OCN, for not only was this the first provincial First Nations casino to open, it also represented a significant gamble on the part of both the OCN and its holding company, the Paskwayak Business Development Corporation. Beginning in the late 1960s, the OCN had steadily taken over responsibility for a number of devolved federal programs while simultaneously growing its business portfolio to where the band today is recognized as one of the region’s largest employers. The casino was considered a means of further enhancing the OCN’s economic strength and overall socio-economic potential. The community acknowledged that recovering the losses of a failed casino enterprise could significantly impair the bulk of the OCN’s businesses, the majority of which were established in the 1990s. Notwithstanding the potential outcomes, the OCN and its economic development initiatives of the past three decades are in need of closer examination.

History

The Pas region has been home to various Aboriginal groups for thousands of years. Located along the Saskatchewan River, the area was utilized by the Cree while also regularly visited by the Anishinaabe and Nakota. The Cree of the region had an established economy predicated on seasonal rounds tracking moose, elk, deer, and other large animals, some gardening combined with fishing in the region’s myriad of lakes and rivers. The Pas region was a habitual stop and became a regular meeting place where various First Nations would gather to trade and renew political and military alliances. Beginning in the late seventeenth century, French and British explorers entered the region and by 1684 the first permanent Hudson’s Bay Company (HBC) trading post was established at York Factory. The Cree and other First Nations began to utilize the vast river systems to hunt and trap for furs to trade with HBC employees in an effort to augment their economies. Henry Kelsey’s arrival in this region in 1690 ushered in a wave of British and French explorers and traders, and by 1743, in addition to York Factory and several smaller HBC posts, two French trading posts, Fort Bourbon and Fort Paskoyac,
were raised on the bank of the Saskatchewan River nearby The Pas.\textsuperscript{5}

The HBC established a permanent post at The Pas in 1821 followed by the construction of a Church Missionary Society (CMS) station in 1840. The resulting permanent settler interaction with local Cree populations became the regional norm. Additional work opportunities also resulted in the Cree gradually working as wage labourers in the burgeoning commercial fishing and lumber industries. Hunting, trapping, and fishing still comprised the Cree economy, although some individuals tried their hand farming during this period. Few took to it and most maintained seasonal rounds, however, leaving the mission site each fall to settle in productive hunting and fishing sites upwards of 250 kilometres away. In 1860, the Hind Expedition responsible for surveying the region travelled through The Pas, where expedition member John Fleming noted that the CMS mission located on the south bank of the Saskatchewan River contained Indian homes that “seemed to be uninhabited and in a dilapidated condition; the Indians for whom they were erected, disliking a settled life devoted solely to the pursuit of agriculture, and preferring the wandering and precarious life of the hunter in their native wilds.”\textsuperscript{6} Stony and swampy fields made up of glacial deposits with poor drainage located within a moderately adverse climate were not conducive to agriculture.\textsuperscript{7} An inadequate subsistence base led more than three-quarters of the population away from the mission for the hinterlands in winter.\textsuperscript{8}

The Pas region was a stronghold of natural resources that included timber, fish, and subterranean minerals, and pressure to open the region to exploration led the federal government to commence treaty negotiations with the Cree and Anishinaabe in 1875. Treaty Commissioner Alexander Morris visited The Pas in October 1876 seeking the Cree’s adherence to Treaty Five signed the previous year with several nations located to the south and southeast of The Pas. Morris noted upon his arrival that “the banks were covered with Indians with their canoes.”\textsuperscript{9} Fifteen years had passed since the Hind Expedition’s visit and little had changed at the Devon Mission. Morris noted, however, that the population at the station had grown and that more Cree appeared to have settled nearby the mission, for “there are also a large number of houses belonging to the Indians of the place; and on the other bank the firm of Kew, Stobart & Co., have erected for trading purposes. There are also several dwelling-houses on the north bank.”\textsuperscript{10} Morris finalized the terms of Treaty Five with the Cree the day after his arrival, which included provisions for a 160-acre land grant to each family of five, even though Morris himself admitted that “at the Pas all the land obtainable is now cultivated, and consists of a vegetable garden and one field attached to the mission, and a few patches of potatoes here and there.”\textsuperscript{11} He claimed that “a short distance from the river the marsh begins, and extends to the south for miles; and the same thing occurs to the north. In fact, on both banks of the river at this point, and from the Che-ma-wa-win up to it, one hundred and fifty acres of land fit for cultivation cannot be found.”\textsuperscript{12}

The Pas Indians were not listed in the text of Treaty 5 as being owed the land allocation. Morris promised Cree leaders. Prescribed treaty annuities such as hoes, spades, axes, ploughs, carpenter’s tools, seed to plant wheat, barley, and oats as well as oxen, bulls, and cows were withheld at various times due to the region’s poor agricultural environment. During much of the next three decades the Cree maintained their seasonal rounds while requesting government assistance in difficult times. The period following the Cree adhering to Treaty 5 was characterized by Pettipas as one of over-exploiting hunting and fishing resources resulting in bouts of starvation at the Mission.\textsuperscript{13} In 1889, for instance, the Cree required additional relief supplies when the regional muskrat and fisheries failed.\textsuperscript{14} The Cree were still beyond the influence of wage labour and according to Native Studies scholar Frank Tough, “the lack of alternative activities made The Pas agency Indians (with the exception of Grand Rapids) dependent upon the muskrat swamps.”\textsuperscript{15} This led to the continued reliance on seasonal rounds. In 1900, the Reverend J. Hines wrote that the Cree left the mission in October to fish at Clearwater Lake “and to take up their winter quarters along the lakes and rivers, forming hamlets of two to three families.”\textsuperscript{16} It is estimated that the population “was divided in 15 to 20 hamlets, scattered over a radius of 150 miles” from the mission and reserve.\textsuperscript{17}

By 1903, officials of the Canadian Northern Railway (CNOR) were interested in establishing The Pas as a base for a proposed railway to Hudson Bay. Homesteaders occupying the lands
between the South and North Saskatchewan rivers resulted in increased agricultural production and it was posited that a railway leading to the grain outlets to be constructed at Churchill on Hudson Bay would ultimately expand federal economic frontiers. The financial boon would also improve prairie farmer’s prosperity while simultaneously promoting the benefits of western settlement. Federal officials faced increasing political pressure to open a line from The Pas to Churchill. Few understood however that such a move would require the evacuation of the Cree from their reserve, one of the region’s few sites not made up primarily of muskeg and swamp. In 1905, the Department of Indian Affairs nevertheless authorized the CNOR to run a line across the reserve and set up station grounds. S. R. Marlatt of the Lake Manitoba Inspectorate proposed a town site surrender of 500 acres to permit railway construction in September followed by Indian Agent for The Pas Agency, Joseph Courtney, striking up informal negotiations with Cree leaders. A little more than one year later, Marlatt informed Indian Commissioner David Laird on 21 August 1906 that he had secured surrender of the town site from the Cree.19

As part of the surrender Cree leaders accepted that the band would vacate the reserve prior to 1 August 1907. However, within days of the surrender Laird received a letter from Chief Constant and Councillors Norman Lathlin and David Cook describing “irregularities of the Inspector” indicating that perhaps the surrender was not valid.20 This letter was not acted upon and on 5 November 1906, the Order in Council accepting the surrender was passed. Railway construction proceeded slowly as did the sale of town lots initiated in 1908. As of 1910, the Cree were still living on surrendered land, something that annoyed the non-Native residents. Additional resident complaints focused on the Cree practice of drying fish and smoking moose and elk meat upwind, which they claimed made living nearby the ‘Indians’ impracticable. The Cree also had complaints albeit directly related to the surrender’s final terms. Community leaders argued that they simply granted access to their land for use by interested homesteaders and railway officials. During the summer of 1910, following protracted and unsuccessful negotiations with non-Native residents eager to incorporate The Pas into a town, long-time OCN member Ernie Constant stated that the residents participated in a gun-point removal of 500 Cree to the north side of the Saskatchewan River.21 Town officials claimed that the Dominion government was responsible for the relocation that resulted in all but thirty-seven Cree being effectively displaced to what is today the home of the OCN.22

Following the Cree removal, the town site was formally divided and placed on the market for sale. Sales once again were slow until Herman Finger of Port Arthur, Ontario arrived and purchased a number of lots. By the time The Pas was incorporated in 1912, the Finger Lumber Company employed upwards of 500 throughout the region.23 The town slowly grew from twenty-five in 1910 to 500 in 1912 reaching 2,000 by 1914. Renewed interest in railway construction followed and by the end of May 1913, eighty-miles had been laid and a steel bridge connecting the north and south banks of the Saskatchewan River completed. Regional development during the next two decades resulted in the 1916 opening of the Mandy copper mine located seventy miles north of The Pas followed by a diamond mine opening in Flin Flon in 1927. Construction of a power plant installed at Island Falls on the Churchill River fifty-six miles northwest of Flin Flon led to a marked increase in the demand for lumber, resulting in fifty million board feet produced by the Finger lumber mill in 1926 alone. As the economist Harold Innis accurately predicted, mineral exploration combined with the completion of the Hudson Bay railway in 1929 resulted in the regional fishing industry’s growth that prior to the 1930s had an estimated annual value of approximately $100,000.24

The expansion of regional industries led to increased opportunities for the Cree. Tough demonstrated by using income data collected by the Department of Indian Affairs that the period 1896–1935 was one wherein the Cree “regional economy remained dependent upon hunting and trapping, and that both major sources of income, hunting and wage labour were influenced by the depression.”25 In addition to more Cree farming and harvesting swamp grasses, the per capita tons of hay harvested by the Cree increased after 1917 as did the per capita number of cattle. In general, the Cree obtained more livestock during the study period that was characterized by increasing incomes up until the onset of the Depression. The data also revealed that a bush way of life remained an
important component of the Cree regional economy vis-à-vis the ownership of tents and canoes, both of which increased in overall numbers. The general growth in per capita value of total property and the post-1917 trend towards an increase in the per capita value of buildings led Tough to conclude that this represented reserve development.26 The Cree during this period also lobbied for and received permission to finance improvements upon a portion of the surrendered town land. This in turn allowed the Cree to realize a profit of $30,000 upon sale of the subdivided lots.27 The Pas town council soon thereafter began to pressure Cree leaders to surrender the remaining Indian land surrounding the town site. Recognizing that they possessed limited federal and provincial government support, Cree leaders once again succumbed to this pressure. Community leaders never acquiesced in total to these demands; in fact, during negotiations many of their counter demands were met, such as insisting that Cree men be hired for road clearing work after an agreement had been worked out permitting a right-of-way through the reserve.28

Little development occurred on the reserve after the 1930s, a trend that would last until the early 1970s. The Cree also found few people in The Pas willing to trade with beyond hostile HBC employees seeking to protect their economic position. Exacerbating financial difficulties further was the transfer of natural resources from the Dominion of Canada to the province of Manitoba in 1930 vis-à-vis the Natural Resources Transfer Agreement (NRTA). The result: Indian hunters and fishermen were now subject to provincial laws related to hunting and fishing.29 With provincial game wardens now exercising augmented jurisdiction over and control of Indian hunting practices, the Cree found themselves with limited access to the region’s natural resources such as game and fur bearing animals and fish stocks. This resulted in the Cree’s increased reliance upon government handouts and restricted Indian welfare programs. In their brief to the Special Joint Parliamentary Committee established in 1946 to examine the continued validity of the Indian Act, Cree leaders from The Pas stated “Our hunting rights should be extended, and trapping grounds more favourable. Indian people complain that too many white men are being put to trap on the muskrat area.”30 At nearby Chemawawin, the people complained in their brief that they had been threatened by the Indian agent with the revocation of their trapping licenses, adding cryptically that if “our licenses are taken away from us when we leave the reserve we will not be able to sell the rats we get from our reserve.”31

As sociologist Hugh Shewell has established, most First Nations in Canada were by this period integrated into the federal welfare system due to failing economies.32 Supporting Shewell’s analysis is the work of Arthur Ray, who demonstrated that “the older paternalistic fur trade, a hybrid of European mercantilism and native reciprocal exchange traditions, was crumbling by 1945, and the groundwork for the modern welfare system so prevalent in the north today was laid.”33 For the Cree at The Pas things were no different. Unknowing to Manitoba officials, provincial programs designed to promote northern settlement also hurt Cree economic interests. Following the end of World War II, for instance, Manitoba “faced the post-war period with a well conceived land settlement policy.”34 The goal was to promote settlement of unoccupied tracts of Crown land “in an orderly, rational way, thus to increased the likelihood of success and to ease the task of local and provincial administration.”35 One aspect of the policy was the establishment of the Pasquia Project, a land reclamation venture located southwest of The Pas that was initiated in 1939. The project’s intent was to see constructed flood control mechanisms to aid reclaiming 50,000 acres of potentially valuable farmland to open up to settlement.36 The project met with limited success due to among other things years of excessive rainfall that limited construction. The resulting construction and chaos affected regional game patterns, impacting the Cree directly, as did the influx of settlers to the region seeking work and intent on establishing homesteads.37

Undaunted the Cree still maintained seasonal rounds while supplementing these resources with wage labour employment. According to reports commissioned by the Manitoba government in the 1950s in anticipation of construction of the Grand Rapids Dam project that would result in 7,000 acres of Cree land being flooded, the Cree regional economy was still viable. For example, the US Fish and Wildlife Report noted in 1961 that “fur animals, water fowl and moose of the reservoir site are estimated to have an average annual value of $593,000 over a 50 year period without this pro-
A 1955 Provincial Report on the Project indicated that over two million muskrat pels with a cumulative $4 million value had been trapped since 1940. It was also reported that “the commercial fishery harvest from Cedar, Moose and Cross Lakes and the Saskatchewan River delta between Cedar Lake and The Pas have averaged about $692,000 per year over the last several years.” The aforementioned report also estimated that “the average harvest could be at least doubled over a 50 year period.”

That the Cree regional economy was maintaining itself did not deter provincial politicians from continuing to promote their hydroelectric development agenda along the Winnipeg, Saskatchewan, Nelson, and Churchill Rivers. In 1964, the Grand Rapids Dam was completed on the Saskatchewan River near the community of Grand Rapids. This was according to Manitoba officials needed to provide cheaper electrical power and to help offset the overexploitation of fish stocks that led the federal government to shut down the regional sturgeon fishery for nearly a decade beginning in the early 1960s. The dam project affected the fishery for nearly a decade beginning in the early 1960s.42 The dam project affected the Native communities located at Grand Rapids, Moose Lake, Chemawawin, and The Pas to varying degrees. According to sociologist James Waldram, following construction “many bands began to investigate the circumstances surrounding the construction of the dams and began to hire lawyers and initiate legal action for compensation.” It was nearly three decades later before the OCN signed a $4.56 million settlement with Manitoba Hydro in 1991 for damages sustained from the construction project.44 The time, however, the limited government response to the Cree political demands demonstrated to Native leaders that they were not politically powerful enough to effect change. This in part led The Pas Indian Band Chief and Council to aggressively pursue local political autonomy in the late 1960s. The question of how to improve their political and economic standing was nevertheless difficult to answer.

By the 1960s, a vehicle and foot bridge had been constructed connecting The Pas Indian Band to The Pas, although relations between the townspeople and the Cree failed to improve. In addition to the collapse of the sturgeon fishery, the forestry industry that had dominated the regional economy since 1912 collapsed in 1957 when the local lumber plant closed. Unemployment rates soared and government services replaced forestry jobs which negatively affected housing starts. While the people in The Pas were dealing with their economic woes, with the exception of hunting, fishing, trapping, and sporadic wage labour, the Cree regional economy languished. The Pas Indian Band claimed no significant businesses and its economy was fuelled by federal transfer payments in the form of Indian welfare programs. However, forestry once again became an important industry when in 1968, Churchill Forest Industries (CFI) was established in The Pas. Within a few short years, the company employed approximately 2,000 regionally. The forestry industry remains an important economic venture in The Pas employing one in ten people. The pulp mill’s current operator, Tolko, employs 750 at the mill site and an additional 350 under contract in woodland operations with a total annual payroll exceeding $50 million. Statistics are currently unavailable to the public to determine how many OCN members are employed by Tolko in The Pas.

The lessons learned from the regional economic decline of the 1960s led Cree leaders to consider political and economic stability as synonymous. Consequently, a community development strategy was established to help strengthen the reserve economy in an attempt to improve its member’s overall quality of life. This strategy involved: (1) development of administration and program delivery; (2) strengthening local government authority; and, (3) developing local enterprises. OCN administration was established in 1968 following the Department of Indian Affairs and Northern Development’s (DIAND) partial devolution of financial and administration services to the band. By the spring of 1969, The Pas Indian Band had established its own Social Assistance Department, thereby establishing the band’s first welfare administration. Throughout the early 1970s, the band slowly began to assume responsibility for a number of federal programs, including but not limited to reserve economic development and aspects of public works and reserve lands. As reported by journalist Heather Robertson in 1970, “The Pas reserve is organized and has few problems, with 65 per cent of the men employed and welfare the lowest of any reserve in Manitoba.” The last of the strategy’s key components, the development of local, band-owned enterprises, began in the late 1960s with the creation of a gravel
hiring company, which eventually expanded into a general trucking enterprise.51

A few years after Robertson’s glowing report, few band members had found lasting work despite a period of regional economic growth in the mid-1970s. This was largely due to the specialize nature of most jobs that attracted outside skilled workers to the region. This in turn resulted in a large pool of both Native and non-Native locals with no skills and limited work experience seeking permanent employment.52 It was at this point that band members Gordon Lathlin, Joe Ross, Malcolm McGillivary, and Henry Wilson proposed the construction of an on-reserve shopping mall in the early 1970s. The four men recognized that even though The Pas was home to the majority of the lumber conglomerate’s workforce, the town housed a limited number of businesses required to serve the local community, translate to read that The Pas had no major outlet mall. Economic leakage was also a concern for the people from The Pas Indian Band who were forced to travel into The Pas to do their shopping due to the lack of comparable on reserve services. In 1973, the Ontineka Development Corporation was created with the intent of developing a community grocery store. This was a significant gamble on the band’s part considering that the two communities were at an impasse resulting from the 1971 murder of Cree nursing student, Helen Betty Osborne. It would be December 1987 before Dwayne Johnston, one of four young, non-Native men directly involved in the crime, was convicted of the murder.53 Whether the four entrepreneurs intended that their small grocery store serve only The Pas Indian Band community is not known; however, they must have realized that support from a portion of The Pas community would be required for the endeavour to truly prosper.

What the four proponents hoped for but did not count on was the support the proposal received from local Native communities also experiencing considerable leakage of reserve dollars into The Pas. Plans were expanded to develop an $8-million, large-scale shopping centre. Construction of the Otineka Mall was completed in 1975, and, according to Glen Ross, President and CEO of Paskwayak Business Development Corporation (PBDC), the opening “scared the pants off the guys.”54 The complex encompassed 225,000 square feet located on close to thirteen acres of commercially designated reserve land. An indoor shopping centre, recreation, and business offices comprised the complex, which today acts as the region’s major retail and business centre. However, during the first months of operations money went missing and beset with complaints of poor customer service, the mall managers discovered that they understood little of what was involved in leasing space, finding tenants, order stock, or managing employees.55 By the early 1980s, a number of young, university-educated community members returned who understood the issues their elders were struggling with and the band’s fortunes began to change. Regional road construction also made the previously out-of-the-way mall now accessible to communities such as Grand Rapids, Easterville, and Moose Lake. Members of surrounding communities soon began flocking to the complex, creating a market centre that was ingeniously and successfully promoted as a tax-free zone for status Indians.56

The mall’s success was inspiring. The Pas Indian Band’s Chief and council announced in 1987 the establishment of the PBDC to encourage regional economic development. Wholly owned by the OCN, current PBDC ventures gross annual revenues of between $15 and $16 million.57 The PBDC was responsible to foster commercial and investment initiatives, guide the development of the OCN business portfolio that grew to include retail outlets, property management, and a gravel operation. The PBDC was also mandated to assist those band members
who aspired to open their own businesses while supporting current owners in their attempts to grow their ventures through various capacity building strategies. This involved reviewing and helping to build effective operational structures, implementing educational initiatives to support staff development, as well as conducting training and planning programs.

The local economy became more diversified during the next several years. The OCN development corporation controls a gravel and sand operation (est. 1990) that operates seasonally from May to October. This company provides a variety of raw or crushed aggregate products for commercial and residential projects. The $8.2-million, sixty-room Kikiwak Inn officially opened 1 July 1996. The hotel has meeting facilities, a swimming pool and hot tub, an exercise room, as well as a full service restaurant, lounge, and VLT area, and currently employs sixty people. The Pas Food Town, located off reserve within The Pas Township limits, opened 3 December 1997 where the 5,000 square foot store employs ten people. The OCN Shell Gas Bar opened 1 November 1998, has eight pumps and a 1,800 square foot building that houses a convenience store while employing twenty people. In addition to a Dollar Store that currently employs ten people, the OCN has since added a Timberland Trailer Court and Chimo Building Centre to its business portfolio.

The Aseneskak Casino

In 1984, the OCN became the only First Nation in Canada to establish federally acknowledged by-laws regulating gaming on reserve lands by, in this case, operating a lottery with the community's support. Over the next two years there were few complaints as the lottery continued. However, in May 1986, the RCMP entered the OCN and without warning proceeded to seize tickets, cash, and all records from band office relating to their lottery operations. Although no charges were filed in relation to the raid, it was assumed that notwithstanding federal authorization to conduct the lottery scheme that the RCMP was on a fishing expedition in an attempt to determine whether the OCN lottery was an illegal gambling activity in violation of Criminal Code statutes. According to Justice Murray Sinclair, the band objected to the RCMP actions based on the fact that they had agreed to co-operate in an RCMP investigation even though they had in place federally-acknowledged band by-laws to regulate their lotteries. The raid nevertheless “proved the catalyst for the province, under Howard Pawley’s NDP government to enter into negotiations with five organizations representing all the First Nations in Manitoba.”

First Nations casinos were a hot topic in the 1990s, and by 1995 the Manitoba Lottery Policy Review Committee made a series of recommendations with respect to provincial gambling activities. It acknowledged that all matters related to on-reserve gaming fell beyond its pur-
view. Accordingly, the committee recommended a separate First Nations gaming review take place. The committee’s recommendation established the notion that matters related to on-reserve gaming activities were to be viewed independently of other gaming policy issues, although it was decided in 1996 to proceed with First Nations gaming. The First Nations Gaming Policy Review (Bostrom Report) followed and recommended that the Province of Manitoba support First Nations’ community economic development by helping to establish upwards of five on-reserve casino operations. The following year, the First Nations Casino Project (FNCP) was initiated, followed two years later by the creation of a formal Selection Committee consisting of representatives of the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC) and the province. It was mandated to review and recommend potential casino proposals. Following its review of twelve eligible proposals, in June 2000 the committee recommended that five proposals should advance to the casino development stage.

Prior to submitting a casino proposal, a six-member partnership was established by the OCN, Chemawawin, Grand Rapids, Wuskwi Sipihk, Mosakahiken, and Marcel Colomb First Nations. The partners all agreed that the OCN should be the casino site. A $6-million application was developed proposing that the casino be housed in a refurbished bingo hall. The Pas Mayor, Gary Hopper, publicly announced that the community was fully supportive of the proposed casino and the anticipated 150 jobs. He also made inquiries about The Pas becoming a full partner in the project, a request that was turned down because the consortium of six bands was considered to be large enough.

The proposal included a revenue-sharing quotient that would allocate seventy per cent of the profits to the six partners, which the province stated must go toward economic development projects. The remaining profits would be divided between a trust fund set up to benefit all provincial First Nations (27.5 per cent) and a First Nations addiction foundation. Following one year of negotiations with Manitoba officials, the OCN proposal was accepted and an agreement between the province and the Aseneskak Casino Limited Partnership reached on 7 September 2001. Approval soon followed permitting construction to begin on the $4.6-million, 20,000 square foot facility.

With the acceptance of the OCN casino proposal, provincial officials in turn established a number of strict regulatory measures. For one, the agreement permitted the government to conduct unscheduled audits and it also forced the casino to be up and running and fulfilling the partnership’s proposals within two years (by 2002). The Manitoba Lotteries Commission (MLC) was given responsibility for security and surveillance, to control gaming proceeds and set policies, while setting the mix and number of games. As construction began, the Manitoba government sponsored a $66,000 special training program to prepare OCN members to assume skilled jobs ranging from security, surveillance, slot attendants, cashiers, dealers, accountants, clerical and management positions once the casino opened. The Aseneskak Casino opened 15 February 2002. One year later, the Assembly of Manitoba Chiefs (AMC) posted an article written by Bill Redekop on their news brief website encapsulating the previous year’s highlights. The article stressed that the casino generated 180 jobs, eighty-two per cent of which were held by Native people. The tenor of the article was nevertheless dour with Redekop quoting casino manager John Gauthier as saying, “We’re hoping for no loss, but there may be a little.” Seven months later, the CBC ran a story claiming that the Aseneskak Casino lost nearly $900,000 in its first year of operations. Chemawawin First Nations’ Chief Clarence Easter was quoted as saying, “The province should sit down and give us a fair deal. Instead of a one-way deal, it should be a two-way deal, where they benefit and we benefit as well.”

The casino fared better during its second year of operations, rebounding with a $400,000 profit. The main problem was geography and the resulting lack of tourist traffic. Originally it was anticipated that tourists would account for eighty per cent of casino revenues. By year’s end it was evident that local residents were contributing eighty per cent of all revenues. Gauthier indicated clearly that this “casino cannot support itself on just local traffic.” According to Statistics Canada, the Manitoba population is 1,119,585 of which 671,274 reside in Winnipeg alone, a five-hour drive from The Pas. Brandon (41,037) and Portage la Prairie (20,617) are more than four-hours driving distance away. These three centres combined make up sixty-five per cent of the provincial population. More-
over the highest levels of disposable income are found in the southern region of the province.

Recent events suggest that the Aseneskak Casino and several reserve businesses, in particular restaurants, will benefit from the October 2004 provincial smoking ban in public places. The smoking ban in question does not apply to reserve-based businesses since provinces do not have jurisdiction on reserves. Manitoba Gaming Minister Tim Sale recently stated, “We do in fact have the right to regulate gambling under the Criminal Code of Canada. That is very clear.” However, the provincial government did not “have the right to regulate behaviours of a variety of kinds in First Nations communities. That is the chiefs’ and councils’ responsibility. That is smoking, Mr. Speaker ...” Federal Indian Affairs Minister Andy Scott publicly stated that in relation to casino operations he would refuse to block a First Nations bylaw permitting smoking in casinos. The day after the smoking ban went into effect, the Aseneskak Casino reported that it was busier than normal.

Additional Ventures

Although the media coverage could lead readers to conclude that the Aseneskak Casino is the OCN’s main revenue source, the band council and the PBDC have in recent years expanded the focus of their economic initiatives. Many of these projects are new and have yet to become fully operational while others have been functional for upwards of a decade to little or no fanfare. While it is impossible to highlight each and every initiative, this section will focus on and provide a brief overview of a number of the more high-profile projects.

**OCN’s Human Resource Development Strategy**

Started in 1994, the close to $2-million annual program has developed very successful funding partnerships and linkages both within and outside the OCN. The goal is to assist in developing individuals to care for not only themselves but their families and community by providing developmental opportunities. Job placements, college funding budgets, and employment and training programs are in place to not only foster enhanced educational opportunities, but to help ensure the OCN’s continued economic success.

**Fiscal Accountability**

The OCN and the federal government in 2000 signed a five-year block funding agreement that transferred $16 million annually to the OCN to aid in the delivery of programs and services including land management, elementary and post-secondary education, maintenance of community infrastructure, home care and on-reserve housing, to name a few. According to Chief Frank John Whitehead at the time, “The agreement is about greater control of day-to-day decision making” that represented “another step toward self-management and self-government of our people.”

**Control of Land and Resources**

On 9 August 2002, the OCN ratified the First Nations Land Management Act (FNLMA), effectively assuming control over their lands and resources. Community ratification confirmed the transfer of jurisdiction of land management for the OCN from the Indian Act to the FNLMA.

**Natural Resource Management**

Hunting, fishing and to a lesser degree trapping still play an important role in the OCN regional economy. Increased resource exploitation led the OCN to ban moose hunting in the 1980s when the regional moose population dropped to less than 500. As recently as 5 March 2003, the OCN Chief and Council and the OCN Resource Council asked its members to suspend moose hunting until after spring calving due to over hunting which threatens local population numbers.

**Policing Agreement**

On 3 December 2004, the OCN, the Province of Manitoba, and the Canadian Government announced $6.1-million in funding for the OCN Community Tri-Partite Agreement. This five-year agreement will provide police services for the OCN that will be shared between the Canadian government and Manitoba, fifty-two and forty-eight per cent respectively. In addition to enabling the continuation of funding for two band constables under the Band Constable Program, the agreement ensured the OCN had continued funding for seven RCMP officers.

**Housing Program**

Facing upwards of 400 annual requests for new homes and having built only 288 new
homes between 1960 and the late ‘80s, the OCN established a new housing program that promotes individual down payments and monthly payments for homes. Current requests are taxing the existing INAC-funded system, whereby $300,000 is annually allocated for the construction of ten homes. The new program also strongly encourages individuals to buy or build their own homes. The process is expected to increase the OCN housing budget thereby freeing more money for home construction for those in need within the community.85

Aboriginal Healing Foundation

Accepting that community health and healing was required to maintain a strong socio-economic standing, the OCN leadership applied to the Aboriginal Healing Foundation and was awarded a $246,264 grant to help address alcoholism and violence in the community. The money will also be used to assist community members in their healing journey by providing counselling and out patient care and to address the legacy of physical and sexual abuse through provision of awareness workshops.86

Final Thoughts

This brief essay’s intent was to generally outline the economic initiatives undertaken by the OCN during the last thirty-five years while focusing on the historical events that led community leaders to become more economically proactive. Developing a stronger regional economic foothold was considered requisite if the Chief and Council were to wrest control over local affairs from federal government control. The OCN leadership still considers a strong economy the key to augmenting its political autonomy. The economic growth described above has also become the key to lowering unemployment among community members, enhancing community pride built on improved individual self-esteem, and creating healthier community schools admired by many of the non-Native parents living across the river in The Pas.

Continued economic growth is the key to the OCN’s future socio-economic success. The Aboriginal population is notably younger than the non-Aboriginal population and will remain so into the foreseeable future. Whereas the average age for Canadians is 37.7 years, the average age of the provincial Aboriginal population is under twenty-three years of age.87 Current trends suggest that this group will remain relatively young in comparison to the Canadian non-Aboriginal population. In all, fifty-seven per cent of the urban Aboriginal population is under the age of twenty-four, suggesting that Aboriginal youth are quickly becoming an important demographic group. Further, the northern First Nations population from 1991–1996 grew more than thirty-four per cent whereas the OCN population during the same period grew by twenty-three per cent. Today, the OCN registered population is 4,751.88

When the first gravel hauling business was established at the OCN in the late 1960s, the reserve claimed no significant businesses. In fact, considerable leakage of reserve dollars into The Pas economy was occurring as a result of most OCN citizens being forced to travel into town to conduct the majority of their business ranging from shopping, banking, going out for a meal, or filling their vehicles with gasoline. During this period the local Cree economy was an amalgam of trapping, hunting, and fishing combined with government welfare payments. Today, close to thirty years after the first business opened at the OCN, the community now boasts a workforce of 800 during the summer season and an approximate 550 full-time workers year-round.89 It also houses the largest northern shopping centre which has become an important commercial centre for both Native and non-Native interests.
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